
 ENERGY to the COMMUNITY WEBINAR 4/20/21
PLEASE ENTER YOUR QUESTIONS IN THE Q&A PANEL



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lH4g9fLSxPI




OFFICE OF BROOKLYN BOROUGH PRESIDENT ERIC ADAMS





 NYSERDA Clean Heating & Cooling Communities
Heat/Cool Smart Brooklyn is one of many active NYSERDA CH&CC campaigns 

across New York State 







2030



     2030 CHALLENGE FOR PLANNING:

EXISTING BUILDINGS & 
INFRASTRUCTURE:

 50% 
TARGET REDUCTION IN 

GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS 

NEW BUILDINGS & 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS:

CARBON         
NEUTRAL    
TARGET

BY  THE  YEAR  2030 



2030 DISTRICTS: 
PRIVATE/PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS

● PROPERTY OWNERS & MANAGERS

● SERVICE & PROFESSIONAL FIRMS

● CIVIC, COMMUNITY &  EDUCATIONAL  
                ORGANIZATIONS

     THREE PARTNER TYPES :



1. ACCELERATE SUSTAINABLE ENERGY INNOVATION

2. FOSTER SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY PROSPERITY

3. IMPROVE RESILIENCE TO MITIGATE RISKS

4. FACILITATE FINANCING OF DISTRICT GOALS

5. ADVOCATE FOR POLICY PROGRESS

NYC 2030 DISTRICT : FIVE GOALS







 NYC 2030 DISTRICT 
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NYC 2017 GHG EMISSIONS: 
60% TO 70% OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY TOOLKIT

● Sustainable Resource Hub
● Living Urban Laboratory
● Landlord/Tenant Engagement 
● Green Workforce Training & Development

 
 

 

 

 

     2020: Sustainable Community Toolkit proposed by
               NYC 2030 District to the City Council for FY’21 funding 





Visit us at: heybrooklyn.org



BUILDING ENVELOPE 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 







COLD CLIMATE AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMPS (ccASHPs)  
● Think of it like an air conditioner that can also run in 

reverse to provide heating 

● Has an outdoor unit and one or more indoor unit(s) 

● Cold climate heat pumps provide heat down to -13°F 

● Cold climate specification (NEEP) evaluates heating 

performance for NYSERDA rebate 

● Typically installed with existing heating system as 

backup 

ADVANTAGES OF MINI-SPLIT 
SYSTEMS:

● Small size and flexibility for 
zoning of heating and cooling 
individual rooms

● Control each zone independently
● Quiet by design



AND AS THE ELECTRIC GRID GETS GREENER 
ASHPs WILL SAVE MORE GHGs 

10.5 MMBTU

9.6 MMBTU

10.0       
MMBTU



1. Residential 1-4 Family Homes
2. Small Business Tenants
3. Commercial & Institutional Properties
4. Multi Family Buildings

CLEAN HEAT PROGRAM (CHP) OVERVIEW



1. Best Practices for Installation of Cold 
Climate Air Source Heat Pumps (ccASHP)

2. Sales and Building Assessment for Clean 
Heating and Cooling Technologies

3. ASHP Maintenance Technician Training

Programs presented by AEA and CUNY CityTech

FREE WORKFORCE TRAINING CLASSES



Visit us at: heybrooklyn.org





Fighting for Clean 
Energy

Brandon West for New York City Council 
District 39



Ecosocialism

► A sustainable future is a human right.

► Ecosocialism = challenging the political and economic powers that put 
profit over people for a sustainable future for all. 

► The climate crisis is driven by a relentless capitalist system that threatens 
our natural environment and the physical health of the multiracial 
working class. 

► Working-class New Yorkers are subject to higher rates of asthma because 
they are more likely to live near power plants, while the rich benefit from 
soulless pocket parks and other property-valued amenities. 

► We cannot limit our imagination to promises of sustainability that are 
“green” in name only. The structure of our urban environment only 
solidifies the structure of injustice. To solve the climate crisis, we must 
reimagine our way of life and transform our city. 



What’s not working?

► New Yorkers pay the second highest utility bill in the country.

► Do we get the second-best service?

► What costs so much?

► Bigger blackouts every year

► Millions of shut-off notices

► Deadly fossil fuel pollution

► Union busting

► Why?

► Our energy system is owned by for-profit, corporate 
monopolies like Con Ed, whose only goal is to squeeze as much 
money from New Yorkers as they can.



How do we fix it?
► Public Power: On the state level, two bills that will end 

corporate control and create true public utilities through 
democratic institutions accountable to the people who rely 
on them - us.

► NY Build Public Renewables Act: expand NYPA, add further 
democratic accountability, and mandate it build 100% 
renewable energy.

► Will create thousands of union jobs.
► Renewable Energy for all.

► NY Utility Democrat Act: Takes for-profit corporate utilities, 
like Con Ed, and makes them public utilities, owned and run 
by us through democratically elected boards, and real 
stakeholders like tenant rights organizations, unions, and 
climate experts.

► Public Power is a wholesale transformation of the energy 
system that powers New York. Imagine what we could do if it 
served public need.

► Green New Deal
► Public Power will stop the energy system from killing us, but 

that barely scratches the surface.



Green New Deal

► With Public Power, we’ll make the energy system the 
engine that rebuilds our state’s infrastructure, public 
health, climate, and economy.

► Public power will rebuild New York’s:

► Infrastructure: Investing in a modern electric grid to 
withstand extreme weather

► Public Health: replaces the plants and pipelines that 
poison our air and lungs, especially in BIPOC communities.

► Climate: by building cheaper, cleaner, 100% renewable 
energy for all New Yorkers

► Economy: By creating a surge of permanent, good paying 
union jobs

► Retrain fossil fuel workers, and newly trained BIPOC workers 
from communities hardest hit by the old polluting regime



Climate Mobilization Act
► In 2019, NYC passed a package of 

legislation that will reduce building 
emissions substantially for very large 
buildings without harming low-income 
renters, as well as improve energy 
efficiency.

►
► Intro 1947 was recently passed as an 

amendment that now widens the 
scope to large rent-regulated housing, 
so that tenants are no longer 
breathing in toxins in their homes.

► The retrofits promised in this bill 
should lead to real job creation.

► On the City Council, I intend to work 
with elected officials at the state level 
to fight for the realization of those 
funds and for the community to play a 
leading role in determining how best 
to use the money to shore up 
communities against climate change. 



What can City Council do?

► Bold programs that require budget.

► A Green New Deal for NYCHA. Eliminate NYCHA's carbon pollution by 
2030, reducing New York's annual carbon output by 2.3 million tons and 
creating hundreds of thousands of good jobs in New York City over the 
course of ten years.

► Fight to codify language on a just transition for workers in the industrial 
sector to move into the green building sector

► For contracts to go to POC-owned companies

► To ensure that green jobs are union jobs

► Jobs go to folks living in frontline communities who have suffered the most 
from climate change and the pandemic. 

► Care, not carbon. Invest heavily in low-carbon care and service work, 
including child- and elder-care, public parks, and the arts.

► Guaranteed, eco-friendly energy will mean that the children of low-income 
families of color will have the power sources they need for schoolwork. 

► Public power. Bring all utilities in New York City under truly 
community-based and public control, distributed on the basis of need, not 
ability to pay.



What can City Council do?
► Renewables only. End New York City's reliance on fossil fuels once the state passes 

legislation. Out with Con Ed!

► City Council can closely monitor the retrofitting of buildings. E.g. Eliminate gas fire.

► City Council can put pressure on the mayor to encourage the implementation of 
renewable energy.

► We can incentivize residents into installing public power panels by giving subsidies.

► Planning for the future. De-center the automobile in urban planning, heavily 
invest in public transit, and work towards city management of public transit, and 
reducing fares to free.

► Eliminate transit deserts. Areas of the district that are far from subway stations or 
where residents are forced to depend on slow, unreliable bus service create 
ecological hazards and encourage car use. We must grow our public transit system 
to meet the needs of all residents.

► Brace for impact. Prioritize the construction of countermeasures in low-lying, 
flood-prone areas in the district. Create funding streams to be used directly for 
grassroots environmental groups in frontline communities.

► Taking a long view. Create a 100-year plan to strengthen our resiliency in the face 
of climate change.

► Public Education. Supporting community education programs, like the Sustainable 
Community Toolkit



Resiliency starts in Gowanus 
Rezoning
► I am calling for a climate- and racial-justice based 

alternative planning process that looks to bring real 
environmental solutions to the Canal area. 

► What this could mean is creating storm barrages either 
through marshlands, parks, or small solar farms, 
following the model of Sunset Park Solar, innovated by 
UPROSE. 

► As we know, we need as much energy on the grid as 
possible, so we must find new ways to add all-renewable 
energy that follows the principles of energy democracy. 

► We need flood protection plans, equipment, and 
resources for residents to endure increasing floods and 
storms. 

► I also support NYPA’s work with The Peak Coalition to 
swap out the Gowanus Peaker plant for the future of 
battery storage. 

► We have the capacity to make Gowanus a model for 
sustainable development practice in NYC.



Thank you!





OUR EXPERTISE



FLAT ROOFS

– Brooklyn has been overlooked by the solar 
industry for years due to the complexity of 
permitting.

– The industry has favored pitched rooftops in 
suburban areas, where installing solar is much 
easier.

– BSW is the industry expert on flat roof solar.



SOLAR 
OPTIONS



A CANOPY elevates 
solar arrays 9’ above the 
flat roof  surface, 
obstructions, fire paths, 
shade & amenities.

A TILT RACK splits solar 
arrays into separate 
sections that are 
installed around 
obstructions & fire paths.



A CANOPY elevates solar  
arrays 9’ above the flat roof  
surface, obstructions, fire  
paths, shade and amenities

A TILT RACK splits solar 
arrays  into separate 
sections that are  installed 
around obstructions &  
fire paths.



VALUE



INCENTIVES

Solar incentives and sky high electricity 
rates make NYC one of the best solar 
markets in the country. Rebates and tax 
credits can cover up to 70% or more of 
gross costs for most projects.

$0 MONEY DOWN 
FINANCING OPTIONS

INCREASED PROPERTY RESALE 
VALUE

> Avg. 5.4% (Zillow.com)

AVG. 25 YEAR 
SAVINGS

$35,000 - $45,000

PAYBACK 
PERIOD

5-8 Years



BSW WARRANTY



BSW WARRANTY



Thank 
You





Community Shared Solar

Renewable Energy for all in NYC

April 20, 2021                            Gabe Landes



Solar energy for many, from 1 site



We take all types



Solar no matter your site conditions



CSS in the USA



CSS in the USA

2,826 MW 
of community solar have been installed in the U.S. through 2020

Quick Community Solar Facts
·         There are 40 states with at least one community solar project on-line
·         At least 19 states and D.C. have recognized the benefits of shared    
renewables by encouraging their growth through policy and programs
·         The next five years will see the U.S. community solar market add as much 
as 3.6 gigawatts, enough to power roughly 770,000 homes.

https://www.seia.org/smi
https://www.seia.org/smi


How do I decide? 

How much do you want to save ?

Do you want to own the asset ?

Cost for a solar project, NREL 2020 data: 

• $2.71 per watt DC (WDC) (or $3.12/WAC) for residential PV systems 

• $1.72/WDC (or $1.96/WAC) for commercial rooftop PV systems 

• $1.72/WDC (or $1.91/WAC) for commercial ground-mount PV systems 

• $0.94/WDC (or $1.28/WAC) for fixed-tilt utility-scale PV systems



CSS in NYS is CDG
- Activated through Public Service Commission implementation Order in 2015.
- Required the utilities to facilitate this new project type.
- Compensation was volumetric, is now monetary.
- Current compensation in NYC for the kWh: VDER rate plus the Community Credit
- CC comes from System Benefits Charge 
- Upstate there is a Comm. Adder, reduces project construction cost, but no CC 

LIMITED TIME ONLY

LIMITED TIME ONLY



CDG in NYS 

     Upstate



CDG in NYS 

              In the city 



Rules for CDG 

Membership requirements for

participation:  

● A minimum of 10 members is a requirement for each CDG facility.
● Members with individual demand up to 25 kW: Small customers must make up at least 

60%.
● Members with individual demand in excess of 25 kW: Large customers may make up no 

more than 40%. This 40% may comprise larger customers or anchor tenants.
● Members must take a CDG credits percentage amounting to a minimum of 1,000 kWh 

annually.
● Members cannot take a percentage greater than their historic average annual 

consumption.



What is VDER ?

- An interesting and complex economic valuation 
framework 

- A policy compromise between many parties

- An equation that does not support

solar market sustainability,

nor key project stakeholder

decision making 



How long for the Community Credit? 
In ConEd, a few months, maybe a year

Most other markets are relying on the CA



CDG Context in NYC: Limited roof space?

Doing solar in NYC is

Difficult

We do not have a solar

Easement law in NYC



Can solar compete with other development?
 Not in a hot real estate market 

 LIC 2007 to 2014 :



So, you want in.  How to find a project:
● Pick a solar company you like 
● Pick a government agency you like 
● Pick a software company you like 
● Pick a ESCO you like 



The developer’s site: 

● G&S
● UGE



CCS - a subsidiary of Clearway Energy



Arcadia - national renewables ‘platform’



Opportunities for improvement

● Consolidate billing 
● Make utilities notify all customers when a new project comes online
● Centralize listings for all projects  
● Accelerate projects in NYC by enhancing the economics 
● Ensure long term sustainability for the market in NYC
● Consider letting the power cross utility zones
● facilitate projects on public property 
● Support community organizations to develop and own their project 
● Allow submetered apartments to participate 

















Thank you 

Email me with any questions
< gabe@cottonwood.energy >

























































      $2,000. /10 KBtu/h
 

       $1,000. / HW Unit

CON EDISON RESIDENTIAL INCENTIVES



1. LED Lighting Incentives
2. Smart Thermostat Discounts
3. Weatherproofing Incentives for qualified 

residential property owners
4. Assisted Home Performance with

Energy Star: Energy Efficiency Improvement 
Incentives for income-eligible 1-4 family homes

OTHER AVAILABLE RESIDENTIAL 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY INCENTIVES



REBATES & INCENTIVES

Offered for heating/cooling, weatherization and more

● Empower Program – Low Income
● Assisted Home Performance  

– Moderate Income
● Subsidized financing as low as 3.49% 

on 15-year term with $0 out of pocket

109



 ENERGY to the COMMUNITY PANEL
PLEASE ENTER YOUR QUESTIONS IN THE Q&A PANEL



HEAT/COOL SMART BROOKLYN STEP BY STEP

 APPLY:  FILL OUT A FORM ON OUR WEBSITE 
              WE WILL CONTACT YOU. 

 ASSESS:    HELP US EVALUATE YOUR PROPERTY  
WE WILL ARRANGE A FREE OR LOW-COST ENERGY AUDIT.

FINANCE: CHOOSE THE BEST FINANCING OPTION  
ENERGY SAVINGS USUALLY COVER THE COST OF THE LOAN.

    LEASE OPTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL & MULTI-FAMILY PROJECTS 
            CAN REQUIRE NO OUT-OF POCKET COST

   UPGRADE:     AN HCSB-APPROVED CONTRACTOR               
WILL RETROFIT YOUR PROPERTY  

             YOU ENJOY THE COMFORT AND ENERGY SAVINGS.  

 

EVERYONE BENEFITS FROM LOWER GHG EMISSIONS! 



 2030districts.org/new-york-city

info@nyc2030.org



Visit us at: heybrooklyn.org



 QUESTIONS ?
PLEASE ENTER YOUR QUESTIONS IN THE Q&A PANEL 


